
MARKET MACHINATIONS  
Friday 20th September 2019 
STORE 

 Numbers fell slightly to 6892 head of very mixed quality cattle. 
 Cattle were drawn from the central west, Capricorn the Warrego and 

Maranoa in a market that was 4-10c cheaper. 
 Steers under 280kgs reached 280c the bulk from 240 to 278c. 
 Steers from 280 - 400kgs topped at 280c most from 240 to 268c. 

 Steers 400-550kgs sold to 307c and averages 265c. 
 Heifers under 280kgs reached 232c and sold from 160 to 220c. 
 Heifers from 280 - 450kgs topped at 280c though most sold from 190 - 242c. 
 Processors paid from 220 - 256c for suitable heifers. 
 Heavy 4 score cows were 10c cheaper selling to 226c, most from 190 - 220c. 
 Medium weight and 3 score cows reached 219c the bulk from 170 to 200c. 

 Store and plainer boner cows sold from 140 to 179c.  
PRIME 

No Prime Sale this week, next Prime Sale 26th September 2019. 
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THE WEEK AHEAD 

Mother nature was at its mystifying best this week with snow and rain in the Central West and 
Southern Highlands of NSW while western Queensland saw temperatures in the early to mid-30’s. 
Good luck to those in the south who got under some moisture; be it snow or rain, with falls from 
10-30mms recorded. This saw numbers in Dubbo fall by over 2500 head and values lift in 
Thursday’s sale with prime steers from 277-323c, heifers’ 245-282c, and cows from 195-252c. 
Wagga earlier in the week yarded just on 4000 cattle to see prime steers from 288-344c, heifers’ 
260-315c, and cows 190-272c. Markets in southern Queensland were all cheaper with most 
descriptions 5-10c behind the previous week. Light plain store cattle are still “ä lay down misere” 
with both steers and heifers making less than the feeder prices on offer. If anyone can handle 
them, there is the sweet spot. Demand for beef worldwide remains strong with news that both 
The Philippines and South Korea have reported outbreaks of African Swine Flu this week. Both 
nations are large pork consumers so this should see both countries looking to lift beef imports. 
Australian beef looks like it will trigger increased tariffs in both the Chinese and Korean markets 
on the back of increased tonnage to these markets. However while demand remains so strong it 
will hopefully not impact adversely on producers returns? 
 

**ROMA STORE SALE – 24 SEPTEMBER 2019** 
220 Hereford Santa X Heifers, 220-350 kg, Weaned and very quiet, 

One Brand A/C The Breeder 
For further information contact Seamus Filan 0428 462 312 

Photos Available https://www.maaroma.com.au/livestock-for-sale 
 

**AGENTS** 
Duncan McLeod 0428 225 727    Cameron Adcock 0428 988 252 

Seamus Filan 0428 462 312    Wayne Scriven 0447 976 097  
 

EYCI: 468.50, Down 22.50;   30-DAY SOI:  -14.12, Down 3.42;    AUD $: US $:  0.6807; Down .0063 
 

Source: MLA< USDA another commercially available information. Disclaimer: MAA shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or expense, which may be sustained by any reader of this report due to neglect, omission, 
delay or failure on the part of MAA in its report on market conditions. Although every care has been taken in compiling the report, it is stressed that its content is an opinion only and not be taken as any more than that. 

 

CATEGORY 
LIVEWEIGHT HSCW 

PRICE 

RANGE 
LWT Eq. MOVEMENT 

 
Trade Feeder Steers 

300-400kg n/a n/a 280 – 300c        NC 

Trade Feeder Heifers 300-400kg n/a n/a 260 – 285c NC 

Heavy Feeders 350-500kg n/a n/a 290 - 305c 
 

NC 
 

Angus Feeders 380-520kg n/a n/a 300 – 330c         NC 

0 – 4T (MSA) 530-730kg 240-340kg 520 - 590c 280 - 318c 
 

NC 
 

4 – 8T 550-730kg 300-420kg 470 - 560c  253 - 302c 
 

NC 
 

Cows 440-475kg 200-300kg 390- 470c        187 - 225c 
 

NC 

 

https://www.maaroma.com.au/livestock-for-sale

